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NEW Sample Test Items in eTests format –

CASAS eTests Sampler

Go to the CASAS Portal to view Sample Test Items 

in the eTests format at:

https://casasportal.org/eTests
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TURN THE PAGE
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DIRECTIONS

1. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. Use a number 2 pencil only.

2. Please do not write in the test booklet.

3. Try to answer every question. Choose the one best answer. If you want to change
an answer, be sure to erase the first mark completely.

PRACTICE
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Which statement best summarizes this 
 announcement?

A. The company requires a more 
straightforward computer-use 
policy.

B. Too many employees have violated 
proper computer-use standards.

C. The company plans to prohibit 
sending and receiving personal
e-mail.

D. The company monitors employee 
personal computer use time. 

In line 2, which word means the same 

as the underlined word liberal in this 

announcement?

A. generous

B. radical

C. traditional

D. widespread

PRACTICE 1

PRACTICE 2
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4

5

TURN THE PAGE

TO BEGIN THE TEST
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Delivery Information Order Summary

Gloria Martinez

3567 Paseo Royal Ct.

San Antonio TX 99925

martinez27@email.com

726-555-2917

2-person, 3 recipes per

week (each serves 2)

You will receive a mix of 
poultry, pork, and seafood 
recipes. All orders come 
with reasonably priced 
organic vegetables and 
grains.

Enter zip code to see 
available delivery days.

First Name Last Name

Address Line 1

City State Zip

EMAIL

PHONE NUMBER

PLAN

DIETARY PREFERENCES:

WEEKLY DELIVERY DAY:

Recurring Weekly Total

Weekly Cost                 $59.97

First-time Discount     $30.00

Shipping                     FREE

Total                               $29.97

Ingredients are chosen seasonally and wrapped

with care. They are kept in a refrigerated container

so food is fresh even if you are away when it arrives.

You may skip anytime on or before the “Change By” 

date shown in account settings. By clicking

“Place Order,” you agree to purchase deliveries on a 

weekly basis payable with your designated payment 

method until you cancel. You can terminate your

order at any time by contacting Customer Support

via phone or through your My Accounts page online. 

Any orders terminated after processing will incur a

$25 cancelation fee. Loyalty discounts will remain 

unchanged. For more information, see our Terms

of Use and FAQs.
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1.   Which information is not included in the 

order form?

A. number of servings to be 
delivered

B. resources for customer questions

C. guidelines for ending deliveries

D. options for ordering dessert

2    According to the order form, a customer  

 who goes on vacation can _____.

A. offer the order to their neighbor

B. refund the delivery at a later 
time

C. skip a delivery by a certain date

D. not make changes to their order

3.   Which statement would the Quick Chef  

 Company most likely agree with?

A. Discounts do little to keep customers 
coming back.

B. Anyone can cook delicious meals 
with a little assistance.

C. Customers should be encouraged to 
follow vegetarian diets.

D. Healthy foods are not affordable for 
most people these days.  
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4.  In paragraph 3, which word is the closest  

 in meaning to the underlined word  

 potential?

A. contrary

B. possible

C. unavailable

D. unlikely

5.  Which paragraph does not provide 

specific steps to solve problems?

A. paragraph 1

B. paragraph 2

C. paragraph 3

D. paragraph 4

6.   Which action does the writer suggest?

A. Use the first workable idea you have.

B. Focus on finding the fastest solution.

C. Ask an employee to check your ideas.

D. Consider pros and cons of solutions.   

7.  According to the writer, what is the first  
 step in solving a problem?

A. evaluating the problem rationally

B. making a list of pros and cons 

C. listing all potential solutions

D. stating the problem clearly
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8.  The writer’s main purpose in creating this  

 advertisement is to _____.

A. answer criticism of mystery 
shopping

B. explain what a mystery shopper 
does

C. make shoppers aware of potential 
problems

D. investigate the need for mystery 
shopping

9.  Which statement is correct about mystery  

 shoppers?

A. They should avoid interacting with 
employees.

B. They must hide their identity from 
employees.

C. They cannot keep products they 
purchase.

D. They may be offered full-time 
positions.

10.   In line 21, the underlined word moreover 

 indicates that the writer plans to _____.

A. summarize each idea presented 

B. rephrase ideas previously stated

C. refuse to consider other options

D. expand on a point being discussed  

11.  According to the advertisement, the final task
      of a mystery shopping assignment is to _____.

A. ask the store’s competitors questions 

B. return purchases without a receipt

C. report on the mystery shopping event

D. explain the results to shoppers
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14.   The most likely reason Dr. Castillo  
 mentions his occupation is to imply that 

 he ______.

A. extensively uses mobile devices at 
the university 

B. understands mobile devices more 
than most people do

C. should have been consulted about 
the mobile device ban

D. is qualified to judge the effects of 
using mobile devices 

15.  Dr. Castillo bases his argument on the fact 

  that _____. 

A. institutions do not have much access to 
mobile devices 

B. schools do not have the power to 
regulate mobile devices

C. several reports show the dangers of 
overusing mobile devices

D. people misunderstand the ways youth 
use mobile devices

12.   Rosina Smith supports her claims by  

 _____.

A. giving her opinion 

B. referring to research

C. quoting famous psychologists

D. describing personal experiences  

13.   In paragraph 1, Rosina Smith uses the 

words plagued and epidemic to _____.

A. give a sense of widespread urgency 
to the issue 

B. stress that mobile devices have 
restricted use

C. show mobile devices cause diseases 
in children

D. liken the use of mobile devices to 
other addictions  

16.  Dr. Castillo’s main point is that ______.

A. mobile devices are causing attention 
issues in youth 

B. banning mobile devices will hurt 
student learning 

C. there is no evidence that mobile 
devices are harmful

D. schools should avoid using mobile 
devices in class
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19.   A new employee _____.

A. accrues two hours of vacation leave 
each month 

B. may take additional vacation days 
without pay

C. receives overtime pay for all work 
done after 5 p.m.

D. can use vacation days immediately 
after they are accrued

17.   The main purpose of the e-mail is to  

 _____.

A. give an overview of the paid leave 
policy 

B. explain why John should take paid 
leave

C. outline changes to the paid leave 
policy

D. welcome John to the Brighton 
Group  

18.   In paragraph 3, which word best matches 

 the meaning of compensate?

A. allow 

B. correct

C. limit

D. repay  
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CASAS Reading GOALS Sample Test Items for Instructional Use 

CASAS Reading GOALS – Sample Test Items 

 

Answer Keys 

 

Level C 

Prac. 1. A 

Prac. 2. D 

1. D 

2. C 

3. B 

4. B 

5. A 

6. D 

7. D 

8. B 

9. B 

10. D 

11. C 

12. B 

13. A 

14. D 

15. D 

16. B 

17. A 

18. D 

19. B 
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TURN THE PAGE
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DIRECTIONS

1. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. Use a number 2 pencil only.

2. Please do not write in the test booklet. 

3. Try to answer every question. Choose the one best answer. If you want to change 
an answer, be sure to erase the first mark completely.

PRACTICE

“Use it or lose it.” This is an expression we o�en say when we talk about 
physical skills or ac�vi�es that require us to use our muscles. 

Goffe Health Center (GHC) researchers have now proven that these words 

also apply to cogni�on, especially as we age. As a result, your GHC 
physicians now encourage senior ci�zens to use their mental skills in new 

and different ways – every day! 

• Go to a movie or play. 

• Read a newspaper or magazine. 

• Do a Sudoku or crossword puzzle. 

• Keep a diary or write your life story. 

• Take a course at a nearby college or senior center.
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3

 In line 4, the writer uses the phrase 
 as a result to show that ____.

A. sentence 3 is more accurate than 
sentence 4

B. sentence 4 is more important than 
sentence 3

C. the idea in sentence 4 is caused by the 
idea in sentence 3

D. the idea in sentence 4 is the opposite 
of the idea in sentence 3

In line 11 of the health advisory, which 

activity best matches the physicians’ 

advice?

A woman in her ____.

A. twenties learning to play tennis

B. thirties watching the news every 
night

C. forties walking three miles a day

D. sixties learning a foreign 
language

PRACTICE 1

PRACTICE 2
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TURN THE PAGE
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1. The writer distinguishes between leasing

and buying by emphasizing the _____.

A. affordability of leasing a car

B. high cost of purchasing a car

C. similarities of both options

D. pros and cons of the options

2. In line 6, what phrase can best replace

within their reach?

A. their ability to select

B. in their price range

C. for their needs

D. of their liking
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3.  Which sentence would make the best  

 conclusion to this article?

A. Leasing the newest model beats 
owning an older one.

B. The decision depends on each 
person’s situation. 

C. It is obvious that leasing involves too 
many costs.

D. Most experts see little difference 
between leasing and buying.

4.  Which argument does the writer use to  

 reject the idea that leasing makes  

 financial sense?

A. “freedom to sell the car at any time” 
(line 3)

B. “determine the asking price” (lines 
3-4)

C. “select newer makes and models” 
(line 5)

D. “payments never end” (line 8)
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5. Which paragraph addresses the issue of

preparing in advance for a new job?

A. paragraph 2

B. paragraph 3

C. paragraph 4

D. paragraph 5

6. In paragraph 1, which of these sentences

could best replace the phrase everyone

accepts that you’re a novice in their

world?

A. People assume that you are
knowledgeable in your field.

B. People understand that you are
interested and ready to work.

C. People believe that you are going to
be a good fit for the job.

D. People realize that you are unfamiliar
with the company and the job.

7. For what purpose did the writer most

likely write this article?

A. to assist readers in finding a different
kind of job

B. to persuade readers to help new
employees blend in

C. to teach readers ways to get along
with new co-workers

D. to entertain readers with an
interesting workplace story

8. What recommendation does the writer

offer?

A. Research new procedures to suggest to
co-workers.

B. Keep a brief record of new information
to remember.

C. Think carefully before asking questions
about operations.

D. Be careful that you do not call people
by an incorrect name.

9. The writer indicates that most new 
employees _____.

A. have not done enough research

B. feel apprehensive in the beginning

C. are eager to learn all the guidelines

D. are too nervous to share their opinions 
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Plastic waste in waterways harms wildlife, creates hazards for navigation, 
and may even threaten the health of humans. As a result, communities 
spend large sums of money to educate the public and to remove trash that 
might end up in the rivers and oceans. The charts below compare water 
clean-up budgets for two communities.
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10.  According to the two charts, Porter  

   City and Santa Bella spend the largest  

   percentage of their water-cleanup  

   budgets on ________.

A. Street Sweeping

B. Beach Clean-Up

C. Manual Clean-Up

D. Storm Drain Maintenance

11.  What is a reason the cities are spending  

   money on water clean-up?

A. to satisfy community 
complaints

B. to increase visitors to the city

C. to reduce the use of plastics

D. to protect local wildlife
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12.   In the first paragraph of Vincent’s letter, 
 which word can best replace face without  

 changing the meaning?

A. demonstrate 

B. encounter

C. impose

D. challenge  

13.  Jane supports her belief that older  

   workers contribute to the problems of  

   younger workers by ________.

A. blaming older workers for a 
weakened economy 

B. emphasizing that younger workers 
are over-educated

C. explaining that younger people need 
to work harder

D. criticizing older workers for staying 
on the job too long  

14.   Jane could have provided more evidence  

for her position by highlighting the ____.

A. unemployment rate of young 
people 

B. value of older people staying 
employed

C. usefulness of foreign 
competition

D. increasing demand for younger 
workers
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17.   What would be the best alternative title 

for this article?

A. Why Is College Ultimately the Best 
Route to Career Success? 

B. How Much Education Do Effective 
Workers Really Require?

C. Is College or Vocational Training 
the Ultimate Answer?

D. Are European Companies 
Transforming the Labor 
Market?

15.   What word could best replace the  
 underlined word hence as used by the  

 PRO writer?

A. briefly 

B. except

C. therefore

D. yet  

16.   Nadine Ng’s argument supports the  
 claim that a college education is not for  

 everyone by explaining that _____.

A. many students who start college 
never graduate 

B. a college education limits students’ 
career choices

C. a majority of students transfer to 
vocational courses

D. colleges put too much emphasis on 
remedial classes
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CASAS Reading GOALS Sample Test Items for Instructional Use 

CASAS Reading GOALS – Sample Test Items 

 

Answer Keys 

 

Level D 

Prac. 1. D 

Prac. 2. C 

1. D 

2. B 

3. B 

4. D 

5. A 

6. D 

7. C 

8. B 

9. B 

10. D 

11. D 

12. B 

13. D 

14. A 

15. C 

16. A 

17. C 
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DIRECTIONS

1. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. Use a number 2 pencil only.

2. Please do not write in the test booklet. 

3. Try to answer every question. Choose the one best answer. If you want to change 
an answer, be sure to erase the first mark completely.

4. You may use a calculator and scratch paper.

How much would it cost to join for August? 

A. $10 

B. $20 

C. $40

D. $60

How much would it cost to join for April, 

May and June?  

A. $20

B. $40

C. $60

D. $120

Practice 2Practice 1

Midtown Gym costs $40 per month to join, 

but is having a half-price special for August.
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1.  How can Franco calculate the total cost 

of the nails?

A.     

B. 

C. 

D. 

2.  James is going to plot a line using 

the information in the chart. What 

is the equation of the line if the 

slope is       ?

A. y =      x + 0

B. y = 3x +1

C. y =      x + 1

D. y = 3x + 0

Franco is buying nails for a construction 

project. Each box of nails costs $14 and 

contains 225 nails. Franco estimates that he 

needs 1,800 nails.

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
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Factory Production Rate

H
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u
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Number of Products

Equation of a line: y = mx + b

m = slope, b = y-intercept
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    x    

    1800

   14    
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  225

 1800 

  225
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 1800 

  x
  14  

  225
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 = 

 = 
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 1  

 3

 1  

 3
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3.  Angle A, at the intersection of Pine 

Street and 5th Avenue, is 60 degrees. 

What is the measure of angle B?

A. 60 degrees

B. 90 degrees

C. 120 degrees

D. 180 degrees

B

A

4th Avenue

5th Avenue

P
in

e 
S

tr
ee

t
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4.  What is the approximate area of 

Jeremy’s patio?

A. 160

B. 164

C. 184

D. 308

(A = πr2; π≈3.14)

6 foot
diameter

4 foot
diameter

8 feet

6 feet

12 feet

Jeremy’s Patio
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5.  What is the probability that Celia will 

ride the #2 trolley on all three trips 

today?

A. 3/25

B. 1/15

C. 3/5

D. 1/125

Celia rides the downtown trolley three times 

every day. There are five trolleys that run on 

the loop downtown.
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CASAS Math GOALS Sample Test Items for Instructional Use

CASAS Math GOALS – Sample Test Items

Answer Key

Level C/D

Pract. 1. D

Pract. 2. B

          1. A

          2. A

          3. C

          4. B

          5. D
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